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To whom it may concern 
 
Subject: ATAD Implementation Article 4 Interest Limitation – Public Consultation -           
Aviation Finance Sector Response 
 
We are writing to you in response to your invitation for submissions on the “ATAD               
Implementation Article 4 Interest Limitation” Feedback Statement document as published by           
the Department of Finance on 23 December 2020. This submission focuses on the potential              
impact of interest limitation on the aviation finance sector.  
 
First and foremost, we welcome the issuance of the Feedback Statement. Its publication,             
prior to implementing interest limitation rules, reflects Ireland’s continued efforts to promote a             
business environment characterised by certainty and clarity, thereby giving confidence and           
foresight to key stakeholders in a time of unprecedented change in the international taxation              
arena.  
 
As the leading advisor to a number of taxpayers operating in the aviation finance sector, we                
can draw on our experience of dealing with complex taxation matters that directly impact on               
taxpayers operating in this space and reflect our concerns and insights with regard to the               
implementation of the interest limitation rules under the Anti-Tax Avoidance Directive (“the            
ATAD”) as they impact this sector specifically.  
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We welcome the opportunity to discuss the matters outlined below at your convenience.  
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
 
 
Yvonne Thompson 
Aviation Finance Leader 
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Executive summary 
 
In this submission, we have sought to share our thinking on how the new Interest Limitation                
Regime (“ILR”) could be implemented in Ireland and provide some specific feedback on the              
questions set out in the December 2020 Feedback Statement (“the Feedback Statement”).            
This submission focuses on the potential impact of the proposed ILR on the aviation finance               
sector specifically.  

Ireland is the global centre for aviation finance and aircraft leasing, with 60% of all leased                
aircraft worldwide being managed by Irish-based leasing companies. While the aviation           
finance and aircraft leasing sector has been impacted significantly by national and global             
travel restrictions imposed as a result of the COVD-19 global pandemic, the role the sector               
will inevitably play in the recovery of many economies post-COVID-19 should neither be             
ignored nor underestimated. As such, it is of vital importance that the ILR does not operate                
to disproportionately disadvantage this sector which is so vital to the Irish economy in              
general, and indeed will be so vital to it’s recovery. It is for this reason that we have chosen                   
to make this submission.  

The main recommendations and suggestions included in the body of our submission may be              
summarised as follows: 

● It is our opinion that layering these new rules on top of our already complex interest                
deductibility provisions could make Ireland both uncompetitive and will place an           
undue burden on taxpayers from an administrative perspective. This is particularly           
relevant in the aviation finance sector where leasing groups typically involve larger            
numbers of companies for various commercial reasons. However, we have noted           
that this is the proposed approach to implementation. As such we would stress the              
importance that these rules are brought in with the least administrative burden on             
taxpayers and are introduced in such a manner that does not place Ireland at an               
even larger competitive disadvantage than is currently envisaged by this layered           
approach. 

 
● It will be important that clarity is obtained in relation to the definitions of the various                

elements of the proposed 7 step calculation in order to ensure that the calculation is               
workable. While the relevant definitions are all dealt with in detail below, we would              
like to draw your attention to a particular concern from an aviation finance             
perspective with regard to the definition of “interest equivalent”. While it is clear from              
the definition in the Feedback Statement that finance lease income/expense would           
be considered interest equivalent, the position with regard to operating leases is less             
certain. We are of the view that part of the operating lease rental income earned by                
lessors carrying on a trade of leasing plant and machinery (including aircraft) should             
also be treated as “amounts economically equivalent to interest” as the success of an              
aircraft lessor is ultimately measured by the financing return earned over its funding             
costs as measured over the life of its aircraft. In this regard, an implicit interest rate is                 
included in the operating lease rentals charged to airlines by aircraft lessors. We             
believe that ATAD does not preclude this and while BEPS Action 4 included some              

 



 

commentary in relation to operating leases, this seemed more relevant to short term             
leasing activity rather than longer term operating leasing.  
 

● Of particular concern with regards to the possible calculation mechanics of the ILR is              
the proposed taxation of “non-deductible interest” under Case IV, the complexity of            
the approach and the fact that this charge cannot be offset by any "loss, deficit,               
expense or allowance". This has the potential to create a cash tax charge for a               
company in a significant loss forward or excess capital allowances position and is             
clearly inequitable.  
 

● We are fully supportive of the inclusion of an exemption for legacy debt entered into               
prior to 17 June 2016 to ensure the new legislation is not applied retrospectively. Our               
view is that the amount of interest equivalent on any drawdown of debt pursuant to a                
loan facility or commitment entered into before 17 June 2016 should also be             
considered “interest equivalent in respect of legacy debt” regardless of the date of             
drawdown. It is common in the aircraft leasing industry for facilities to be in place,               
with both group and third party lenders, for extended periods of time. Given the              
nature of the industry and onstreaming of assets, the terms of the loan can be agreed                
in advance, with the actual drawdown delayed until such a time as commercially             
appropriate. We would suggest that aircraft lessors who have such facilities in place             
prior to 17 June 2016 are able to avail of the legacy debt exemption in full for all                  
interest equivalent arising on these facilities. 
 

● We would seek optionality/flexibility, where possible, within both the group escape           
ratios (allowing both as permitted under ATAD) and the definitions used in the             
notional local group. Typically, aviation finance groups tend to have a significant            
number of entities within their groups. As such, group escapes and local notional             
group rules will be extremely important for this industry. We would ask that these              
provisions are considered carefully in the next consultation on the detailed grouping            
rules, with maximum (within reason) optionality, with as little additional administrative           
burden as possible imposed. We have set out some initial views below as to how               
this can be achieved but we welcome the opportunity to engage with you further as               
this process evolves.  

 
Broader policy concerns 
 
As requested by the consultation document, we have set out detailed recommendations and             
suggestions in response to the specific questions in the body of this submission. Many of               
our broader comments on policy matters are included within our broader PwC response to              
this Feedback Statement.  

We do however, wish to take the opportunity to make the following comments. Taxpayers              
are already subject to a number of rules ensuring that interest deductions do not cause               
undue erosion of the tax base. In an ideal scenario, we would see the Department of                
Finance approach the introduction of further rules under ATAD Article 4 with a view to               

 



 

undertaking a “root and branch” review of all such rules. This would ensure that the ATAD                
rules are implemented such as to give effect to the minimum standards required and              
domestic rules could be fitted around this to ensure that base erosion does not take place in                 
particularly risky arrangements. We find it challenging to understand the policy arguments for             
not adopting such an approach now rather than having multiple changes over a number of               
years that will lead to uncertainty for stakeholders over an extended period of time 

However, we are aware that this is not the approach that will be adopted and that the                 
Department intends to layer the new rules on top of the existing domestic rules. This is                
disappointing and we feel it is an opportunity lost that could have been used to tidy up the                  
range of rules already in existence.  

In the absence of such a root and branch approach, we nevertheless ask that the               
Department give the utmost consideration to how the rules can be layered in such a way that                 
minimises difficulties for taxpayers in applying the rules. We hope that the Department can              
undertake a full review of the interest deductibility rules at the earliest possible opportunity. 

Please note that any reference to particular sections of tax legislation in this document refers               
to the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 (as amended), unless otherwise stated.  
  

 



 

Question 1  
What, if any, limited adaptations of the existing legislation could be introduced in             
Finance Bill 2021, to assist in effectively integrating the ATAD ILR with existing             
domestic rules?  

We welcome the acknowledgement that the introduction of the new rules requires a             
simplification of the existing anti-avoidance provisions.  

From an aviation finance perspective, we do not wish to make any representation regarding              
the immediate adaptation of legislation in Finance Bill 2021 on the basis there are other               
more pressing issues regarding the new rules themselves.  
 
Question 2 
What, if any, further adaptations of the existing legislation could be considered in             
later Finance Bills?  
 
As acknowledged in the Feedback Statement, Ireland has an existing comprehensive set of             
rules with regard to interest deductibility which have evolved over time. Ensuring the fixed              
ratio-based limiting rules of the ATAD interact correctly with these existing rules will take              
time.  
 
To the extent not dealt with in the short term, the following provisions should be reviewed in                 
the light of the introduction of the new rules: 
 

● Section 81 – wholly and exclusively trading interest 
● Section 247 – interest as a charge (restrictions in Section 243) 
● Section 247(4A – 4G) anti avoidance on Section 247 deductions 
● s.249 – recovery of capital 
● s.97 – incurred in the acquisition or enhancement of property for Case V 
● s.130 – re-classification  as distribution rules 
● s.817C – unpaid interest 
● s840A -  restrictions on trading interest 

 
We would also suggest a review of the anti-avoidance rules in Sections 817A and 817C in                
the context of duplication with Section 811C and ensuring symmetry of treatment within             
groups: any interest (including deemed interest) that is non-deductible for one Irish resident             
company should not be a taxable receipt for another associated Irish resident company. 

Overall, we would call on the Department to commit to a root and branch review of our                 
interest deductibility rules in 2022 with a view to ensuring that our interest deductibility              
regime is modernised and less complex and uncompetitive versus other jurisdictions from 1             
January 2023. 

 

 

 



 

Question 3  
Comments are invited on this possible approach, including whether any other matters            
should be considered in the transposition process. (More detailed questions relating           
to each step are contained later in this paper, so responses to this question should               
focus on the general approach.) 
 
We understand the rationale behind the proposed approach as it will mean that the              
corporation tax computation will not need to be altered and the approach does allow the               
rules to be layered on top of the existing process for taxpayers. However, some              
consideration must be given to the overall complexity of the proposed approach, the new              
definitions that are required and the significant additional burden that this places on             
taxpayers. This further emphasises the difficulties that are associated with layering new rules             
onto an already complex legislative system. As such we would urge that, where possible, the               
rules below are simplified to the greatest extent possible and we have provided comments              
which we believe will help in this regard. 
 
Dealing with the proposed outline as it stands, of particular concern with regards to the               
possible calculation is the proposed taxation of “non-deductible interest” under Case IV. In             
working through the proposed calculation it has become clear that the creation of Case IV               
income will result in unintended consequences - this may result in the creation of a cash tax                 
impact in a company which, for example, may have a Case I loss for the period and/or Case                  
I losses forward, which can often occur for an aviation leasing company as a result of capital                 
allowances.  
 
Based on the rules as currently contemplated, such losses would not be allowed to be offset                
against the Case IV income created as a result of the proposed calculation, and would result                
in a loss making company with losses carried forward having a Case IV cash tax liability for                 
the period. We understand that a cash tax impact for such a company is not intended and as                  
such would expect to see this addressed in the final draft legislation dealing with the               
proposed calculation.  
 
We thus await the clarification of this matter but in the meantime, also note that the issue of                  
losses and ability to shelter any such Case IV charge whenever arising still remains and in                
our view, will need to be dealt with. Our response to Question 8 reiterates this point and                 
looks to advance the detail given in the Feedback Statement with respect to the relevant               
definitions.  
 
We welcome further dialogue with the Department on this matter. 
 
Question 4 
Comments are invited on this possible definition of ‘interest equivalent’. 

As the purpose and aim of ATAD with regard to interest limitation is to limit the amount of                  
deductible interest to 30% of EBITDA on a net basis, then it would seem to follow that the                  
concept of interest equivalent should be symmetrical as between “borrowing costs” and            

 



 

“taxable interest". Accordingly, we agree with the broad approach being suggested in the             
Feedback Statement. 

In terms of “amounts economically equivalent to interest”, it is clear from the definition in the                
Feedback Statement that finance lease income/expense would be considered interest          
equivalent. We are of the view that part of the operating lease rental income earned by                
lessors carrying on a trade of leasing aircraft should also be treated as “amounts              
economically equivalent to interest” as the success of an aircraft lessor is ultimately             
measured by the financing return earned over its funding costs as measured over the life of                
its aircraft. In this regard, an implicit interest rate is included in the operating lease rentals                
charged to airlines by aircraft lessors. 

Operating lease bifurcation 

The definition of “interest equivalent” in the Feedback Statement includes, inter alia, 

“…. any amount arising from an arrangement, or part of an arrangement, which could              
reasonably be considered, when the arrangement is considered in the whole, to be             
economically equivalent to interest.” 

The above definition appears to be drawn from the commentary in Paragraph 40, Chapter 2               
of the BEPS Action 4 report1. It effectively acknowledges that amounts can arise from              
arrangements which, while not accounted for, or legally classified as, interest and not             
otherwise captured in the explicitly defined elements of “amounts economically equivalent to            
interest”, are in substance so equivalent. We would contend that just such a scenario arises               
in the case of a lessor of long-life equipment who carries on that business as their sole or                  
main activity. 

In such context, the leasing activity, in spite of potentially being accounted for as an               
operating lease from a lessor perspective, can essentially be regarded as a financing             
arrangement. Viewing the activity over the life of an asset (such as aircraft) leased out by                
way of operating lease, as compared to considering an isolated lease of the asset during its                
life-span, it is clear that the lessor is interested in earning a return on its capital akin to a                   
financing return. Considering aircraft lessors specifically, though the same is likely to be true              
for lessors of many forms of long-life equipment, they would generally consider that they are               
carrying on such a financing activity regardless of how the activity is classified from an               
accounting perspective. This is evident from the common means of evaluating the            
performance of aircraft lessors in the industry, with return on investment and net interest              
margins on leases key elements used and descriptors referenced in assessing the financial             
outcomes of individual lessors.  

The recent changes to the international accounting framework, implemented by IFRS 16,            
which require the inherent financing charge / return included within operating lease rental             

1 OECD report released in October 2015 under Action 4 of its plan to counteract Base Erosion and Profit Shifting 
under 15 actions addresses Limiting Base Erosion Involving Interest Deductions and Other Finance Payments. A 
2016 Update report was released which extended the content of the 2015 report, adding new chapters to those 
included in the 2015 report. Referenced hereinafter as the BEPS Action 4 report. 

 



 

income for the lessee to be accounted for as interest, recognise this concept from an               
accounting perspective. In addition, certain jurisdictions already separate this inherent          
financing element in their tax legislation, splitting operating lease payments into a financing             
component and capital component for tax purposes. Such treatment indicates that other            
international and national authorities and bodies have recognised that part of the lease             
rentals under an operating lease should in effect be regarded as amounts arising from an               
arrangement “which could reasonably be considered….to be economically equivalent to          
interest”. Up to this point, there has been no need for such recognition from an Irish tax                 
perspective, however, if such acknowledgement is not now made, those involved in carrying             
on a trade of leasing in Ireland will be disproportionately impacted when compared with              
banks and other aviation financing parties with whom they compete, as such parties are              
likely to be in a net interest income position and/or exempt from the application of the                
interest limitation rules.  

Symmetry 

As noted above, we welcome the proposed approach to treat the concept of interest              
equivalent symmetrically as between “borrowing costs” and “taxable interest". However, this           
concept should be applied to ensure consistency of treatment for a particular taxpayer or              
group of taxpayers carrying on the same activities with a sufficiently similar fact pattern,              
rather than for each counterparty under a relevant arrangement. The treatment of the             
operating lease rentals from the perspective of the lessee and the lessor need not be               
symmetrical as their relevant perspectives and commercial assessments of the lease           
arrangements may diverge. From an individual lessee’s perspective, an isolated operating           
lease arrangement may not be viewed as akin to a financing arrangement as they will not be                 
tied in to acquiring the aircraft at the end of the lease. In such circumstances, it may in fact                   
be viewed as an alternative to a financing arrangement for this very reason. This clearly               
contrasts with the position for a lessor of long-life equipment engaged in a trade of leasing                
over the lifetime of the relevant equipment as it will need to factor in the totality of the                  
expected leases across the assets life in assessing the potential return from the asset and is                
ultimately exposed to residual value risk on the asset. Such divergence of treatment             
between counterparties to the same arrangement is common in many aspects of taxation             
with, for example, arrangements being regarded as capital transaction from the perspective            
of one party to an arrangement and revenue from the perspective of another e.g. the sale of                 
an aircraft from manufacturer to airline is likely to be regarded as a revenue transaction from                
the perspective of the manufacturer and capital from the perspective of the airline. 

Conclusion 

In our view, for the reasons set out above, a lessor engaged in a trade of leasing long-life                  
assets should be able to recognise the implicit interest element included in operating lease              
rental income, and expense where relevant, earned as being “economically equivalent to            
interest” for the purposes of the interest limitation rules. We recommend that such lessors              
should be given the option to elect to apply this treatment as the approach to correctly                
bifurcate the income could be unduly burdensome for smaller scale lessors. 

 



 

In order to appropriately bifurcate the income, similar principles to those applying under             
IFRS 16 could be adopted or, an alternative simplified approach to the calculation could be               
considered leveraging an existing approach carried out by aviation leasing companies in            
assessing transactions from a commercial perspective. We would be happy to discuss the             
approach to any such calculation further and to assist in developing the methodology to be               
applied by lessors for such.  

While the proposed definition of “interest equivalent” is drafted broadly within ATAD, in our              
view, it will nonetheless be important for taxpayers to have legal certainty with regards to the                
bifurcation of a lease rental and thus, we would request that it be explicitly addressed directly                
via legislation. To the extent that this cannot be achieved, we request that Revenue              
guidance acknowledge the acceptance of such bifurcation within the current drafting of            
ATAD and include practical guidance as to how such bifurcation would be calculated in a               
consistent manner acceptable to Revenue. 
 
Question 5 
Comments are invited on these possible definitions of ‘taxable interest equivalent’           
and ‘deductible interest equivalent’. 

It is difficult to comment on either of the above definitions without the definition of “relevant                
profits”. As such we would recommend that “relevant profits” should be defined as the total               
taxable profits of an entity. Our commentary in the other questions has taken this assumed               
definition. 

In terms of the mechanics of the “deductible interest equivalent” definition, we find the              
comments made at (a)(iii) difficult to interpret. While it appears to be aiming to reclassify a                
tax credit as an interest equivalent, we request that further clarification is given on what               
these aspects of the definition are trying to achieve.  

Question 6 
Comments are invited on these possible definitions of ‘exceeding borrowing costs’           
and ‘exceeding deductible interest equivalent’.  
 
See our comments above in response to Question 4. 
 
Question 7 
Comments are invited on this possible definition of ‘EBITDA’. 
 
As noted above, we have assumed that “relevant profits” will be defined as the tax adjusted                
profits. 
 
In the definition of “I” in the formula we cannot understand the reference made to “a portion”.                 
In our view this should be simply exceeding borrowing costs. The reference to a portion is                
overly complex and it is not clear what it seeks to achieve. 
 
 

 



 

Question 8 
Comments are invited on the above possible approach to the operation of the ILR.  

As a general comment, the approach being proposed is overly complex, as it seeks to retrofit                
ATAD onto our multi-layered schedular system. However, we appreciate the difficulty in            
enacting this legislation in the time period at hand and understand the rationale for the Case                
IV approach. 

Given that an aviation finance entity will typically be in a Case I tax loss position in the initial                   
years due to the availability of capital allowances on purchased aircraft, it is important that               
the Case IV charge as proposed does not inadvertently accelerate a charge to cash tax               
under Case IV which would have not otherwise arisen. 

With regard to the calculation included in the Feedback Statement, we note that the Case IV                
charge cannot be offset by any "loss, deficit, expense or allowance". This is of particular               
concern as it has the potential to create a cash tax charge for a company in a significant loss                   
forward or excess capital allowances position and is clearly inequitable. We do not believe              
that it is the intention of the rules to create such a tax liability where one does not exist                   
outside of any interest deduction. 

We note there is language included within the definition of “deductible interest equivalent”             
which looks to exclude from the definition any amount which reduces relevant profits below              
zero. This approach in turn would result in nil being included in the formula for exceeding                
deductible interest equivalent and exceeding borrowing costs, and therefore no interest           
restriction (i.e. no Case IV charge). However, this would imply an ordering process for tax               
deductions - which is not legislated for - and does not solve for instances when a tax loss                  
forward exists.  

In this instance, we assume that provision would need to be made to calculate an amount                
that would be restricted if the company was not in a loss making position and for this                 
measure of non-deductible interest to be carried forward, with the restriction to apply in              
future years. If this is the intention, the legislation will need to reflect this carefully,               
supplemented by appropriate guidance.  

Clarity is therefore sought in relation to whether relief is available, for example through the               
use of losses forward, in circumstances where such a Case IV liability arises, ensuring that               
no cash tax is payable. Alternatively we request clarity on the application of these rules in                
instances when there would be no tax payable by an entity if there was no interest deduction                 
taken at all (i.e. confirmation that a charge should only arise when the interest deduction is                
“used”).  

We understand that the Department is aware of this position and will rectify this in future                
drafts of the legislation. 

We have set out an example at Appendix A which illustrates the creation of a Case IV                 
charge in a loss situation. 

 



 

Question 9  
Comments are invited on this possible approach to carrying forward non-deductible           
‘exceeding borrowing costs’. 
 
Ireland should implement all three of the options with respect to carrying forward exceeding              
borrowing costs and to give taxpayers an option of implementing any of (a), (b) or (c). We                 
don't believe that Ireland is restricted to implementing only one of these rules. This is               
supported by the wording of ATAD. If there is disagreement on this point, and it is believed                 
that only one option may be implemented, our view is that Ireland should implement option               
(c). 
 
Question 10 
Comments are invited on this possible approach to carrying forward ‘excess interest            
capacity’. 

Excess capacity can only be carried forward for 5 years under Option C of ATAD. If the loss                  
is not utilised within five years, this excess capacity will be lost. 

If a deduction methodology had been applied (i.e. an adjustment to Case I losses), rather               
than a credit methodology, the capacity could have been utilised in the years it arose               
notwithstanding that the company is loss-making. This is on the basis a deduction could              
have been taken in the year the capacity arose for the historic restricted interest, thereby               
increasing the Case I loss for the period. Due to the Case IV construct of these rules, it                  
means that capacity can expire despite the fact it would be utilisable, were it not for our                 
schedular tax system.  

As such, we recommend that the legislation is formulated such that unused excess capacity              
is only subject to a 5-year life to the extent that the tax value of that unused capacity (at                   
25%) exceeds the entity’s restricted interest credit. This effectively means that the 5-year             
limit only applies to that amount of unused capacity that would not have been utilised had a                 
deduction system been enacted. 

Question 11 
Comments are invited on this possible approach to the de minimis exemption, and on 
the potential need for anti-avoidance provisions to accompany such an exemption. 

We do not believe there is any policy reason why Ireland should not introduce the de minimis                 
threshold. We recommend that the full €3 million de minimis threshold is legislated for. 

To incorporate anti-avoidance provisions we recommend that a bona fide commercial test be             
included with the de minimis threshold. This should prevent artificial de-aggregation of            
structures.  

On a point of flexibility for taxpayers we further recommend that groups be allowed to               
allocate the de minimis threshold whatever way they choose within their own group. 

  

 



 

Question 12  
Comments are invited on the above possible definitions, including how single           
companies not coming within the ATAD definition of ‘standalone entity’ could be            
treated.  

We have a number of comments: 

● We would like to have clarity on the use of the words “fully included” in the definition                 
of “worldwide group” and the impact that these are proposed to have on what entities               
should be included in a worldwide group. We have further noted this point in our               
answer below to question 19.  

● The definition of worldwide group includes the ultimate parent and all subsidiaries            
which are fully included in the ultimate consolidated financial statements. This           
definition should be considered in the context of subsidiaries of an “investment entity”             
(as defined for the purposes of the International Financial Reporting Standards           
(“IFRS”)). Entities that meet the definition of an investment entity in accordance with             
IFRS 10, do not consolidate certain subsidiaries and instead measure those           
investments that are controlling interests in another entity (i.e. their subsidiaries) at            
fair value through profit and loss. Such entities are quite common in the financial              
services sector and if an entity is regarded as an investment entity then under IFRS it                
is a requirement that the results of certain subsidiaries are to be consolidated in this               
manner. The proposed definition of worldwide group based on the requirement to            
“fully” include the results of an entity could have the undesired outcome of excluding              
investment entities and their subsidiaries from falling within the scope of a worldwide             
group. If so, these entities which are in a group which fall under the scope of IFRS 10                  
would be adversely impacted as they would not be able to adopt a group ratio to                
assist with limiting the blunt nature of the fixed ratio rule, as permitted by ATAD. This                
will also be relevant when considering the appropriate definition for a notional Irish             
group. 

● The definition of standalone entity also causes some difficulties given the narrow            
interpretation of the ATAD definition. Examples of standalone entities should include           
bankruptcy remote SPVs (such as securitisation transactions). Assuming these are          
not “part of a consolidated group for financial accounting purposes” and have no             
permanent establishment, the only question is whether they have any “associated           
enterprise”. While a standard SPV may have a 100% shareholder the shares have             
limited economic value (but must exist for company law purposes) and a trustee will              
generally hold the shares on trust for charitable purposes. This is done for good              
commercial reasons (including as a requirement of the European Central Bank,           
rating agencies and commercial lenders) so that, from an economic and insolvency            
perspective, the SPV is not part of a larger group (and is not in any group with the                  
share trustee). It would seem that this fact pattern is precisely what a “standalone              
entity" should be. Accordingly, so long as it is not “part of a consolidated group for                
financial accounting purposes” and has no permanent establishment, a normal SPV,           
all of the shares of which are held on trust for charitable purpose for bona fide                
reasons should be a “standalone” entity for the purposes of the rules. To the extent               

 



 

that such entities cannot fall within the definition of a standalone entity, it appears              
that such entities would be disproportionately impacted by the rules given the entities             
are not, on the face of it, capable of availing of the consolidated financial statements               
group provisions. We would encourage that consideration be given to allowing such            
entities to avail of consolidated financial statements group provisions to the extent            
that they cannot avail of the “standalone entity” provisions.  

● In the definition of ultimate parent we are unclear as to why in (b)(i) the words                
“results” and “fully included” are used and the primary purpose for same. It is unclear               
whether this section is referring to full consolidation or whether it is also attempting to               
take into account Joint Ventures/associates. 

● There are also practical issues with investments in the FS sector as some             
investments (in LLCs for example) will not be required to prepare financial            
statements and also some investment vehicles don’t consolidate their investments in           
the “normal” way as they hold them at fair value. In both cases the inclusion of their                 
“results” may not be an objective exercise. 

● Furthermore, it is important to note that in certain circumstances an entity may be              
fully consolidated by two parents. This could happen where there is a listed group              
within the control of another ultimate listed or private group. 

Question 13 
Comments are invited on how Ireland might implement ATAD Articles 2(10) and 4(8),             
having regard to the different accounting standards and State Aid rules.  

It will be important to provide flexibility to the taxpayer with regard to these definitions, in light                 
of the international nature of many aviation finance  groups which operate in Ireland. 

At a practical level, to require any business that is not using IFRS or Irish GAAP for example,                  
to restate financial consolidated numbers at a group level into IFRS/Irish GAAP to avail of a                
group escape clause will be either extremely time consuming, costly or in some cases,              
practically not feasible given the size and diversity of operations within some groups. Given              
the international nature of the industry in Ireland in terms of ultimate ownership and thus, the                
potential variety of accounting GAAPs being used for financial consolidation purposes, we            
encourage flexibility being granted to use a taxpayer’s existing financial accounting GAAP.            
This should also ensure that no taxpayer here is at a disadvantage as compared to another. 

To the extent that an approach that followed the OECD’s approach in the context of defining                
“IFRS equivalents” is adopted in this case (in line with the list in OECD’s Report on the Pillar                  
Two Blueprint2 including the national GAAPs of Canada, China, Japan, India, Korea and the              
USA), this should be helpful in an aviation finance context. Any limitation of appropriate              
GAAPs to IFRS and Irish GAAP would create an undue hardship in the context of requiring                
restatements which would simply not be feasible.  

Question 14  

2 https://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/tax-challenges-arising-from-digitalisation-report-on-pillar-two-blueprint.pdf, Page 
57, para 171 
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While ‘standalone entities’ generally present a low risk of BEPS, the OECD notes that,              
in certain cases, they may be large entities held under complex holding structures             
involving trusts or partnerships, meaning that a number of apparently unrelated           
entities are in fact controlled by the same investors. What is your assessment of how               
the ILR could apply to such entities? 

Orphan vehicles which are typically used by SPVs should be considered standalone entities,             
where it is not part of a consolidated group for financial accounting purposes, has no               
permanent establishment and the shares are held on trust for charitable purpose for bona              
fide reasons. In these circumstances it should be considered a “standalone” entity for the              
purposes of ATAD. 

We would note that the policy intent of such structures is to provide a platform to facilitate                 
collective investment in a tax neutral manner and there are significant targeted            
anti-avoidance measures already in place in the Irish tax code to ensure that policy objective               
is achieved. Consequently, and in light of the stated policy objective within the Feedback              
Statement, we do not believe that any additional anti-avoidance measures beyond our            
existing stringent domestic anti-avoidance measures currently in place should apply to such            
scenarios.  

Question 15  
Comments are invited on the above approaches to defining and exempting “legacy            
debt” and more generally on the concept of a ‘modification’ in the context of legacy               
loans. 

We are fully supportive of the inclusion of an exemption for legacy debt entered into prior to                 
17 June 2016 to ensure the new legislation is not applied retrospectively. The approach to               
the application of the exemption included in the Feedback Statement appears to work such              
that any amendments to legacy debt will only result in a limitation on the “interest equivalent                
in respect of legacy debt” to the extent that they increase the interest payable on such                
legacy debt (with the restriction applying only to the increase itself). We welcome this              
approach as it should enable an array of technical amendments to be made to legacy debt                
without unduly triggering some form of restriction.  

We also encourage the provision of as much certainty as possible to taxpayers and              
specifically, we recommend that guidance is provided in the Tax and Duties Manual on the               
meaning of “modification”.  

For clarity, we set out below some common amendments which, even if such were to result                
in an increase in the interest payable on legacy debt, we would view as not constituting a                 
modification; 

1. The mere drawdown of debt pursuant to a loan facility or commitment entered into              
before 17 June 2016 (see below for more commentary), 

 



 

2. An interest rate change applied to an existing loan within the existing terms of the               
loan such as swapping from floating to fixed interest rates, or an increase due to the                
decline in credit rating of a borrower due to the current crisis, 

3. Loan amendments where banks have specific collateral against particular aircraft for: 
a. replacement aircraft if a delivery is delayed, 
b. changes to the underlying leases that also need to be reflected in the loan              

documents, or  
c. if substituting an aircraft out of the facility if the airline goes bankrupt before or               

during the period of the loan. 
4. Exercising permitted flexibility within the loan facility e.g. banks often have the right to              

syndicate their share of the loan. This requires borrower consent and a loan             
amendment to facilitate syndication between the banks or the introduction of a new             
lender. 

5. Updating loan agreements for changes in law. 
6. Dealing with specific issues relating to Covid-19, such as technical covenant           

amendments etc. 

It is unlikely that the technical amendments referenced in items 3 to 6 above would result in                 
an increase in the interest payable on legacy debt in any case and hence, should clearly                
provide examples of items which do not constitute “modification” for this purpose.  

However, items 1 and 2 may well result in interest in excess of that which would have arisen                  
if the actions/changes had not been made. Hence, if such actions/amendments were to be              
regarded as a modification, a limitation could apply to the application of the legacy debt               
exemption. In both cases, the actions/amendments arise from the existing terms of the loans              
pre 17 June 2016, and as such, do not, and should not be viewed as “modifications” for this                  
purpose.  

As a result, we believe it will be important that guidance in the Tax and Duties Manual on                  
this area is provided - this will be critical to ensure taxpayer confidence in the application of                 
these legacy debt provisions. To the extent this guidance requires a further definition of              
“modification”, we would recommend that modification is defined as it is in the ATAD              
preamble, i.e. “any increase in the amount or duration of the loan other than in accordance                
with the original terms”. This should also be accompanied by a clear indication that the new                
interest limitation rules would only apply to any interest resulting from the modification - the               
current reference to “interest equivalent” in respect of “legacy debt” is helpful in this regard. 

Drawdowns on facility agreements 

As alluded to above, our view is that the amount of interest equivalent on any drawdown of                 
debt pursuant to a loan facility or commitment entered into before 17 June 2016 should also                
be considered “interest equivalent in respect of legacy debt” regardless of the date of              
drawdown. 

It is common in the aviation finance industry for facilities to be in place, with both group and                  
third party lenders, for extended periods of time. Given the nature of the industry and               

 



 

onstreaming of assets, the terms of the loan can be agreed in advance, with the actual                
drawdown delayed until such a time as commercially appropriate. This delay will invariably             
be market dependent. The terms of the facility can often remain unaltered in that time, with                
the only variable being the amount drawn down on the facility (up to the amount agreed                
within the facility).  

We would ask that lessors who have such facilities in place prior to 17 June 2016 are able to                   
avail of the legacy debt exemption in full for all interest equivalent arising on the debt up to                  
the loan facility or commitment principal amount agreed prior to 17 June 2016. Other EU               
countries, most recently Luxembourg, have indicated that they intend to follow this approach             
with the interest equivalent on funds drawn down under a credit agreement agreed prior to               
17 June 2016, in accordance with the terms and conditions of such agreement and, in               
particular, up to the credit limit provided for therein prior to 17 June 2016, being               
grandfathered. 

Definition of legacy debt as a security within Section 135(8) 

Legacy debt is defined as “a security, within the meaning of Section 135(8)...”. We              
understand that this is intended to be the widest possible definition of security for Irish tax                
purposes however, we think that trying to define the term debt is an unnecessary exercise               
that is overcomplicating this rule for taxpayers. It is clear that for intercompany transactions it               
is important that the definition goes beyond documented loans and also covers legacy             
undocumented debt. As such the definition should cover all debt. 

Section 135(8) defines security as including “securities not creating or evidencing a charge             
on assets…”, and we note that existing Revenue guidance on this sub-section indicates that              
the intention of this definition is to ensure that any loan capital (whether secured or not) is                 
capable of being considered a security. As you may be aware, secured debt is a reasonably                
common feature in the aviation finance industry where debt is secured on underlying aircraft              
or shares in a company which owns aircraft. Given the wording in Section 135(8), to the                
extent that this definition is to be retained, we wish to ensure that such debt would not be                  
precluded from being considered “legacy debt” simply by virtue of the underlying security             
arrangement. For the avoidance of doubt, we would recommend that this issue be dealt with               
directly in the legislation or at a minimum in Revenue guidance on this topic. 

Question 16 
Comments are invited on potential approaches to the criteria relevant to the            
‘long-term public infrastructure project’ exemption.  

ATAD Article 4 defines long-term public infrastructure to mean "a project to provide,             
upgrade, operate, and/or maintain a large-scale asset that is considered in the general             
public interest by a Member State". In our view, there are all manners of projects (ranging                
roads, broadband, aircraft, hospitals, bridges, wind farms and other projects) which could be             
considered to be public infrastructure projects. It is impossible to be exhaustive. In this              
context, we believe that a broad view should be taken on what loans qualify in this category.                 
Furthermore, the nature of public infrastructure will always change and it is not possible to               

 



 

conceive now what will be the public infrastructure of the future. As a result, we recommend                
that there should be no exhaustive definitions and the concept of public infrastructure             
projects should be kept as flexible as possible. 

Having said this, we recommend that when implementing this concept: 

● a project would be treated as being ‘long term’ if it produces infrastructure which is               
capable of providing a public benefit for a period of 5 years or more and, as such,                 
there should be no requirement that any assets or underlying projects must be             
State-owned or have Member State backing or support. Instead, it should be            
recognised that private projects produce public infrastructure and that privately          
owned assets can be considered to be public infrastructure where the benefits are             
provided the general public; 

● relevant projects may be located in any Member State (and not simply Ireland). 
 
Where it is decided that a definition is to be included in the legislation we submit that any                  
such definition should include “aircraft and aircraft engines”. As stated above it is our view               
that aircraft should be capable of being considered part of the public infrastructure, a fact               
made more evident in light of the circumstances in which we find ourselves today. The               
aviation industry is a significant contributor to the economy and no doubt will play a large                
part in the recovery of the economy post-COVID-19. It is therefore important that Irish based               
leasing companies be in a position to avail of this exemption in respect of aircraft (and                
engines) operated by EU airlines. 
 
Question 17 
Comments are invited on the exemption generally and this possible definition of            
‘financial undertaking’. 
 
We have no comments to make as regards the possible definition of financial undertaking,              
given the prescriptive nature of the ATAD in this regard. However we would note that, in the                 
context of a local notional group, this exemption could well prove to be either complex or                
indeed, detrimental for any group which has a financial undertaking within it, given it would               
mean that any taxable interest equivalent within the financial undertaking would need to be              
excluded from the group’s calculations.  
 
Question 18 
If Ireland were to provide only one of the two “group ratios”, which would be               
preferred?  

We cannot put forward a recommendation for the use of one particular group ratio over               
another as the application of these group ratios are dependent on the facts within particular               
aviation finance groups.  

The earnings based ratio may not be appropriate in all cases (e.g. certain lessors which are                
owned by US or Chinese banks/financial services groups). Similarly, the equity/assets test            
may not be appropriate in all instances (e.g. where the lessor can commercially bear a               

 



 

materially higher level debt when compared to the wider consolidated group). By allowing             
both potential group reliefs, Ireland would provide flexibility to taxpayers with different            
funding and capital structures whilst remaining consistent with both the wording and spirit of              
the ATAD. We believe the same is likely to hold true across most industries and therefore,                
across most taxpayers.  

Taking the current climate alone, the impact of COVID-19 is going to deliver huge volatility in                
the earnings and interest costs for aircraft lessors and an escape based on earnings could               
make it difficult to forecast the impact and cost of lending over an extended period. Asset                
values in the aviation finance industry are also likely to be less stable for certain asset types                 
which may mean that the asset escape may not be applicable or easy to forecast for certain                 
lessors, in particular those lessors which form part of large diversified groups which hold              
various businesses/asset classes (not least in the context of the current COVID-19            
environment where there may be significant fluctuations in asset values or large asset             
impairments).  

It seems clear from the ATAD preamble in paragraph 7, that the EU is encouraging a                
taxpayer to use either of the group ratios to calculate their interest restriction. We should not                
be approaching this decision on the basis that including any group rule is somehow being               
generous. The opposite is the case, not providing for a group rule could be overly restrictive,                
as recognised by the OECD. This is particularly the case for Ireland where, as noted at the                 
outset and recognised in the Feedback Statement, a fixed ratio rule is not our primary               
defense against BEPS.  

Given the optionality provided for in Article 4(5) of the ATAD and the assertions in both the                 
ATAD (and supported by the BEPS Action 4 report) that the adoption of group ratio rules                
should still align with BEPS aims, we strongly recommend that both options are legislated              
for. This provides the taxpayer with the option of adopting one method depending on their               
circumstances and therefore a group of taxpayers should not be adversely impacted through             
the implementation of one of these rules above another.  

A number of EU member states3 have already allowed this choice and while there are some                
who have not, or indeed, have not introduced any group ratio at all, this is likely to be the                   
case because they had existing thin capitalisation rules or broad existing consolidated tax             
reporting in their domestic legislation already and had no need to introduce a further rule               
such as this. In contrast, Ireland does not have a consolidated tax reporting concept, and the                
proposed fixed ratio rule will be an additional burden which warrants availing where possible              
of the flexibility permitted within the ATAD. 

Question 19 
Noting that the same definition of ‘worldwide group’ applies for the “group ratios” and              
the definition of ‘standalone entities’ (see 8.2), does that alter your response to             
Question 12 above? Also, how could entities such as joint ventures be treated for the               
purpose of the “group ratios”? 

3 Estonia, Hungary, Malta have complete optionality in terms of which group escape ratio can be used.  

 



 

Our response to Question 12 does not change as a result of the “group ratio” provisions. As                 
noted in our response to Question 12, to the extent that certain entities cannot fall within the                 
definition of a standalone entity, it appears that such entities would be disproportionately             
impacted by the rules given the entities are not, on the face of it, capable of availing of the                   
consolidated financial statements group provisions. We would encourage that consideration          
be given to allowing such entities to avail of consolidated financial statements group             
provisions to the extent that they cannot avail of the “standalone entity” provisions.  

We would also note that in Question 12 we have asked for clarification with respect to the                 
concept of “fully included” with respect to the definition of “worldwide group” and “ultimate              
consolidated financial statements”. To the extent that this is seeking to encapsulate joint             
ventures/associates, we believe that would be helpful in dealing with joint ventures for the              
purposes of “group ratios”.  

The ability for optionality with respect to whether you avail of the “group ratios” and which                
option you avail of will be required due to commercial situations such as joint ventures. 

Question 20 
Technical analyses are invited as to whether the “Group Ratio Rule” (third-party            
interest divided by EBITDA) should be calculated based on the group’s consolidated            
accounts or using tax adjusted values. The accounting figures for EBITDA and            
borrowing costs may bear little resemblance to the Irish tax concepts while the             
tax-adjusted values give rise to practical difficulties such as how to treat intra group              
transactions and negative EBITDAs. Taking account of the provisions of ATAD Article            
4(5)(b), and the issues identified above, how could this aspect of the “Group Ratio              
Rule” be designed?  
 
In our view, there are two different concepts at play here.  

1. In determining the fixed ratio rule, it is clear from Article 4(2) and Recital 6 that the                 
measure of EBITDA should be a tax based EBITDA (i.e. excluding exempt income)             
as we are considering the impact of an interest expense restriction in the context of               
calculating taxable income.  

2. Subsequently, in considering the impact of the paragraph 5 options for reducing the             
level of interest expense restriction, there are two further references to EBITDA. In             
our view, the reference at Article (4)(5)(b)(i) is to an accounting EBITDA and not a tax                
EBITDA. This distinction is supported by the commentary in the BEPS Action 4 report              
which clearly states that when calculating group EBITDA, “it should be calculated            
using figures which are readily available from a group’s consolidated financial           
statements” and as a starting point, should be profit before tax plus net third party               
interest expense, depreciation and amortisation (including impairment charges)4. The         

4 Paragraph 141 and 142, OECD/G20 Base Erosion and Profit Shifting Project, Limiting Base Erosion Involving 
Interest Deductions and Other Financial Payments, Action 4: 2015 Final Report  

 



 

latter part of Article (4)(5)(b)(ii) brings back the concept of tax EBITDA, so again, it               
seems clear that the EU also intended the group EBITDA to be an accounting based               
concept. 

As a practical matter, for many groups, it would not be possible to calculate tax adjusted                
EBITDA’s per entity (using Irish tax principles) and then aggregate them. The ATAD allows              
safe harbours in the form of two worldwide group ratios – in our view, it cannot be consistent                  
with EU ATAD policy and intent to introduce safe harbours that are unworkable in practice.               
This approach has also been followed by other member states which have implemented this              
ratio for the purposes of the ATAD and the UK for its Corporate Interest Regime (“CIR”). 

We accept that this means that there is an inconsistency between the fixed ratio rules which                
are based on a Tax EBITDA and this particular group ratio rule which should in our view be                  
based on an accounting EBITDA. We believe that it would not be practical or indeed,               
feasible in a large consolidated group to determine the tax EBITDA for a group for this                
purpose and accordingly, this inconsistency may need to be adopted.  

Question 21  
How might third-party borrowings be defined for the purpose of the “Group Ratio             
Rule”? Should it be borrowings excluding amounts borrowed from other members of            
the ‘worldwide group’? Taking account of the definition of ‘standalone entity’ (see            
8.2), which recognises that BEPS can occur between ‘associates’, should it also            
exclude borrowings with ‘associates’? Accounting standards require that        
transactions with related parties are disclosed: should borrowings with a related party            
be excluded?  

As these rules are not Ireland’s primary defense against BEPS (as we have existing very               
complex targeted rules) we suggest that ensuring that these rules are as simple as possible               
should be the goal and, as such, following the accounts to the greatest extent possible for                
items such as third party borrowings. In our view anything that is classed as third               
party/external debt in the consolidated accounts should be classed as external borrowings.            
Any concern about associate enterprises should be dealt with by our existing interest             
deductibility specific anti-avoidance rules (see below). 

We note that the BEPS Action 4 Report indicates that a group ratio rule should be supported                 
by a targeted rule to address the risk that a group ratio could be inflated using interest paid                  
to a related party outside the group and gives examples of paying interest under a structured                
arrangement (e.g. a back-to-back arrangement), excessive interest payments to a related           
party or interest to a related party which is subject to no or low taxation on the corresponding                  
interest income. Ireland already has targeted rules which would disallow an interest            

141. ...EBITDA is not generally included on the face of a group’s consolidated income statement, but for the 
purposes of applying a group ratio rule, it should be calculated using figures which are readily available from a 
group’s consolidated financial statements. 

142. within a best practice, as a starting point, group EBITDA should be profit before tax plus net third party 
interest expense, depreciation and amortisation (including impairment charges).  

 



 

deduction in these circumstances (e.g. Section 835AJ (Financial instrument deduction          
without inclusion mismatch outcome), Section 835AU (Structured arrangements), our         
recently amended Transfer Pricing provisions, Section 130(2)(d)(iii)(II) in respect of          
excessive interest etc.). 

Question 22 
How would the application of “group ratios” work, in practical terms, where an             
exempt ‘financial undertaking’ (see 8.5) is a member of a ‘worldwide group’? 

It would not be possible to “deconsolidate” one or more financial institutions from a              
worldwide group (and in many such groups there would be numerous financial institutions).             
As such the financial institutions should be left as part of the group for the worldwide ratios.                 
The proposed concessions in the rules are there to allow highly leveraged groups to not be                
impacted unfairly by the restrictions or to ensure that the asset to debt profile of an entity is                  
in line with the overall group. As such the consolidated accounts of the worldwide group               
including financial undertakings provide the best proxy to allow these determinations to be             
made. BEPS Action Paper 4 indicates that entities with tax-exempt income should continue             
to be regarded as part of a worldwide group (see examples 3a and 3b) when calculating the                 
restriction. Applying the group ratio rule to groups with mixed income sources ensures that a               
deduction is given for a proportionate share of the interest expense which funds taxable              
income. The paper does not indicate that deconsolidation is required or appropriate. 

Question 23 
Comments are invited on the possible definitions of notional local group (including            
how consortia and joint ventures should be treated). In particular:  
 
(i) How should the notional local group be defined? Should it be based on an existing                
definition (such as that used for group loss relief) or be a new definition?  
 
In the context of what the notional local (Irish) group should encompass, from an aviation               
finance standpoint, there are 2 potential approaches here:  
 

1) Ireland’s existing corporation tax regime already has tax group arrangements which           
recognise the common economic ties of members of a group by permitting the             
surrender of excess tax losses and other tax reliefs by means of group relief. We               
believe that as it stands, the definition of a corporate tax group as defined under               
Section 411 (a “Section 411 group” for this purpose) could be the starting point for               
determining what the notional local group would be. To this we would add any Irish               
taxpayer entities which are consolidated for financial accounting purposes in the           
same worldwide group.  
 

2) The alternative approach would be to start with the concept of a worldwide             
consolidated group and then limit that to the Irish tax resident entities in that              
worldwide group.  

 

 



 

Under both approaches, where any of these consolidated entities form a separate Section             
411 loss group, then the notional local group provisions should permit those entities to leave               
the notional local group and form a separate notional local group. In such a case, that new                 
notional local group/separate Section 411 group would become a separate interest limitation            
group for this purpose and in joining one notional local group, a company would not be                
permitted to join another notional local group.  

The rationale for this is that in certain instances, there are commercial and legal              
impediments (typically under debt arrangements) on entities joining or being part of groups             
(groups being very widely defined and not just VAT groups).  

(ii) If a new definition is adopted, are there issues relating to the interaction of a new                 
notional local group for ILR purposes and existing group reliefs?  

In terms of defining the group, we do not foresee any issues if using the existing Section 411                  
definitions, with the additional consolidated accounting add-on to the definition. 

However, the key point to be considered in our view is the interaction between any               
non-deductible interest carry forward (i.e. “the interest tax credit”) and other grouping            
provisions as this provision envisages the interest tax credit being offsetable against a             
taxpayer’s broader CT charge. We would note that in all cases the maximum “value” of the                
interest tax credit utilised in any year is capped at the “interest capacity”. Put simply,               
sheltering can not be obtained above 30% of EBIDTA on a per “taxpayer” basis. We would                
envisage additional tracking be required from a taxpayer administrative perspective but that            
would be a taxpayer choice as to whether they opted into the new notional local group                
provision. We would welcome the opportunity to work through some examples with you on              
this topic.  

(iii) Does the way in which the notional local group is defined impact your views on                
any of the other issues raised in respect of local groups?  
 
No. 
 
(iv) What considerations should be given to the operation of the two “group ratios”              
where the notional local group approach is adopted? For example, it is relatively easy              
for a single company to compare its balance sheet to the group consolidated balance              
sheet, in order to calculate if relief is available under the “Equity Ratio Rule (as               
detailed in section 9.3). But what difficulties might a notional local group encounter in              
carrying out that comparison, particularly where it does not prepare local audited            
consolidated accounts?  

We agree that there could be complexities here given the likelihood that the notional local               
group, in the majority of instances, will not have consolidated financial statements. It is              
however difficult to comment on the method to address these complexities without            
understanding the proposed mechanics of the local notional group. While we would therefore             
welcome further engagement on this matter, we would make the following initial comments: 

 



 

● We would request that flexibility in terms of accounting standards is adopted with             
regards to the calculation of the worldwide group position. 
 

● As regards the taxpayer (the local notional group), it should have the ability to have               
the fixed ratio rule for that local Irish group determined on either an aggregated basis               
or consolidated basis (whereby intercompany positions are ignored). This should be           
important as many aviation finance groups do not consolidate financial statements at            
an Irish group level, and a consolidated approach (with regard to the taxpayer             
position) would place a huge administrative burden on those groups.  
 

● For groups that do prepare consolidated accounts at an Irish group level, the             
consolidated approach may be administratively easier for them. In either case, we            
believe that a consistent approach should be applied by the taxpayer.  

 
Question 24 
Where an optional “group approach” is provided, the following questions arise: 
(i) Should a group election be irrevocable or for a finite period only?  
(ii) What is the best way to manage carried forward amounts held both prior to the                
formation of the group and immediately before the cessation of the group?  
(iii) What type of anti-fragmentation rules, if any, might be required?  

We believe that an optional group approach could likely lead to both unmanageable             
inconsistencies and greater complexity and as such, given the aviation finance industry            
would strive for simplicity, such an approach may not be beneficial.  

In our view, the optionality and flexibility should be available with respect to how that group                
can calculate and allocate interest restriction and capacity. 

Question 25 
Would a mandatory but less complex “group approach” be preferable to an optional             
“group approach”? 

As mentioned above, in our view, the optionality and flexibility should be available with              
respect to how that group can calculate and allocate interest restriction and capacity. 

Question 26 
Is it practical to make a single company responsible for reporting information to             
Revenue on behalf of the notional local group and allocating amounts (including            
excess interest capacity and amounts carried forward) among group members?  
If so, the following questions arise:  
(i) What criteria should be used to determine the reporting company?  
(ii) How should changes in group structures that alter the position of a reporting              
company in a group (mergers, acquisitions etc.) be managed? 
(iii) What information should be returned to Revenue by the reporting company?            
Should any information be reported at an entity level?  
(iv) Is there an alternate manner in which information reporting should be dealt with?  

 



 

Where exceeding borrowing costs and EBITDA fall to be calculated at the level of the group,                
the members of a group should have discretion to fully or partially allocate any restriction               
imposed by the ILR. As Ireland already has sufficient existing targeted avoidance measures             
to protect against base erosion from interest payments, this ILR should not impose further              
conditions about how a local group can, or cannot, allocate interest deductions as the group               
wishes within its local group. This approach would be consistent with the discretion which              
Irish companies currently have in the surrender of group relief among group companies, as              
the group so wishes. In essence we do believe it is practical for a single company to be                  
responsible for reporting the notional local group information to Revenue but we do also see               
certain difficulties with the approach and, as stated above, we would urge that the rules               
provide maximum flexibility for taxpayers. As such we would welcome further engagement            
on this point and around the operation of the local notional group in general. 

Question 27 
How should intragroup transactions be treated for the purpose of calculating the            
consolidated ‘EBITDA’ and ‘exceeding borrowing costs’ of the notional local group?           
ATAD Article 4(1) provides that the results of the notional local group should             
“comprise the results of all its members”. Should the ILR be applied to the notional               
local group by reference to the amalgamated results of its members, or by reference              
to the results of the group having disregarded all intragroup transactions (akin to how              
an accounting consolidation is prepared)? How would this work, in practical terms,            
where an exempt ‘financial undertaking’ is a member of the notional local group?  

Please see comments at Question 23(iv).  

We believe that it is very important that optionality is provided here for taxpayers. For many                
the simplest method of calculation will be by amalgamation of the inputs into the proposed 7                
step process. This would likely be the least complex manner to compute results for the               
notional group involving the minimum additional administration.  

However, some groups may already compute consolidated financial statements for their           
notional local group or have straight forward group structures and in such cases it would be                
important that they could base their calculation on these consolidated results which would             
disregard intragroup transactions. The method of calculation and application could be           
outlined in the return for each entity within a group. The ability to disregard intra group                
transactions could also be very important in the context of certain notional local groups              
where there is no debt funding from outside the Irish group which from a policy perspective                
should not result in an ILR charge.  

Question 28  
How should ILR restrictions be allocated among members of the notional local            
group? In particular:  
(i) How should the notional local group allocate its exceeding deductible interest to             
the members of the group? 

 



 

Once the calculations have been done at a local group level, there should be no mandatory                
allocation of tax attributes, whether that is interest restrictions or interest capacity (similar to              
what happens in a loss group now) – because (i) some companies may be restricted legally                
(due to existing financing contractual covenants) and (ii) commercially, mandatory          
allocations may not be practical in a group with different operating divisions. Any allocation              
should be optional and at the complete discretion of the taxpayer. 

We also believe that certain mechanisms such as how group companies could pay for such               
could be considered (potentially in a similar manner to the existing group relief provisions). 

(ii) What should happen in scenarios where the notional local group as a whole has               
negative EBITDA but some of its members have positive EBITDA? 
 
We refer to our comments above regarding the inequity of applying a Case IV charge in the                 
case of loss making or negative EBITDA companies. If this situation arises in a notional local                
group context, it should mean there is no interest restriction for the group. As the local                
notional group should be considered a single taxpayer then we believe it will be the results of                 
the group as a whole and not of the individual entities that would need to be considered. 
  
(iii) How should excess interest capacity carried forward and/or deductible interest           
carried forward be operated in a notional local group scenario – should these             
amounts be carried at an entity or a group level? 

This construct assumes that all calculations are done on a group basis, at a “parent entity”                
level. The restrictions and capacity should be allocated out at the discretion of the taxpayer.               
Any remaining (“carry forward”) attributes either need to be “surrendered” back up to sit at a                
group level or need to be capable of being utilised within the group at a later stage to ensure                   
that there is maximum flexibility on a go forward basis – essentially a refreshing of the                
attribute at a group level each year - there should be no ring-fencing of the restriction carry                 
forward into any specific member of the group. 

We note that the current construct for the Case IV charge as outlined in Section 6 of the                  
Feedback Statement needs to be adapted and we would propose to continue this dialogue              
as to how the group mechanism might work once that matter has been clarified and the                
construct of a notional local group is identified.  

(iv) How should the charge (calculated under Step 6 in section 6 of this paper) be                
dealt with when applying the ILR to a notional local group? For example, should it be                
applied at the head of the group or at entity level?  
 
As noted, we believe that the calculation should happen at a group level, with flexibility to                
apportion that restriction out to entities at the discretion of the taxpayer / “parent entity”.  
 
(v) How should changes in membership of the notional local group be dealt with? 

 



 

How changes in the membership of the notional local group will be dealt with will be                
dependent on the regime that is implemented (and its group optionality / mandatory             
membership). That said, changes to the group should be notified to Revenue and there              
should be appropriate allocation / time apportionment provision made in legislation (to the             
extent it doesn’t already exist) with respect to results / restrictions / capacity.  

Question 29 
Would the answers to Question 28 be different for mandatory application of the             
“group approach” versus optional? 
 
We do not believe the group application should be mandatory. To the extent it is, enhanced                
flexibility with regard to the group interest attributes will be crucial.  
 
Question 30 
Where there are different accounting period end dates throughout the group, what            
approach should be taken to standardise and apportion group transfers of ‘exceeding            
borrowing costs’ and interest capacity? 

To the extent it arises, which may be rare, where there are different accounting year end                
dates, the parent entity’s accounting period is the reference period and there is a time               
apportioned calculation of exceeding borrowing costs and EBITDA / interest capacity by            
reference to that reference period. This can be done in similar ways to which apportionment               
happens in other facets of tax legislation currently.  

Question 31 
There are provisions throughout the Tax Acts which provide for the order in which              
certain reliefs are deemed to be used, such as in section 403 TCA 1997. How should                
the interaction of the ILR and such rules be dealt with?  

We believe that maximum flexibility for the taxpayer should be provided in terms of the order                
of offset. 

Question 32 
Comments are invited on any other technical issues that may require consideration. 

We are still considering other technical issues, including legislative drafting and we would             
welcome continued engagement on such matters.  

END 
 
 
 
 
  

 



 

Appendix A: Case IV charge created in loss making situation - typical aircraft leasing 
company 
 

 
 
 
Cash tax charge if no interest deduction taken: €Nil  
Cash tax charge where interest deduction taken, although not needed: €4.1m 
 
 

  

 

 

 
€ 

Profits (zero relate to interest income) 67,000,000 

Deduct: 
Trade interest expense 
Capital allowances 
 

 
(55,000,000) 
(90,000,000) 

Tax Adjusted Profits/(Loss) (78,000,000) 

Step 5: 
Exceeding Deductible Interest 
Equivalent 
 
Exceeding Borrowing Costs 
 
EBITDA 

 
55,000,000-3,000,000=52,000,000 
 
 
52,000,000 - 0=52,000,000 
 
(78,000,000)+52,000,000+90,000,000=64,000,000 

Step 6: 
A: 30% of EBITDA 
B: Exceeding Borrowing Costs 
 
Non-deductible interest expense B-A 
 
Tax impact 
@ 12.5% 
Collected by Case IV charge with no 
offset allowed 

 
64,000,000 x 30%=19,200,000 
52,000,000 
 
52,000,000 - 19,200,000=32,800,000 
 
 
4,100,000 
 

Step 7: 
Carry forward to next Accounting Period 

 
32,800,000 



 

Appendix B: Illustration of use of implicit interest in calculating aircraft lease rentals 
and calculation of net financing return on lease.  

(i) Assumes:  

- Floating rate lease rentals 
- Pegged against 3% LIBOR for typical 12 year lease 
- Illustrating Years 1-4 
- Lease signed in April 2022  

 

 

 

  

 

 USD     

Base Rent 244,383     

Lease signed April 2022      

      

  

2022 (9 

month) 2023 2024 2025 

Op. Lease Rentals  2,199,447 2,932,596 2,932,596 2,932,596 

      

Accounting 

Depreciation  (1,275,000) (1,700,000) (1,700,000) (1,700,000) 

Interest Expense  (737,801) (954,266) (924,905) (897,172) 

      

Net Profit  186,646 278,330 307,691 335,424 

      

      

Implicit Interest  1,135,079 1,468,102 1,422,931 1,380,264 

Capital Repayments  1,064,368 1,464,493 1,509,664 1,552,331 

Sub-total  2,199,447 2,932,595 2,932,595 2,932,595 

      

Interest Expense  (737,801) (954,266) (924,905) (897,172) 

      

Net financing return  397,278 513,836 498,026 483,092 

      



 

Appendix B (cont’d): Illustration of use of implicit interest in calculating aircraft lease 
rentals and calculation of net financing return on lease.  

(ii) Assumes:  

- Floating rate lease rentals 
- Pegged against 5% LIBOR for typical 12 year lease 
- Illustrating Years 1-4 
- Lease signed in April 2022  

 

 

 

 USD     

Base Rent 314,591     

Lease signed April 

2022      

      

  2022 (9 month) 2023 2024 2025 

Op. Lease Rentals  2,831,319 3,775,092 3,775,092 3,775,092 

      

Accounting 

Depreciation  (1,275,000) (1,700,000) 

(1,700,000

) 

(1,700,000

) 

Interest Expense  (1,231,106) (1,596,882) 

(1,552,416

) 

(1,509,970

) 

      

Net Profit  325,213 478,210 522,676 565,122 

      

      

Implicit Interest  1,894,009 2,456,741 2,388,333 2,323,031 

Capital Repayments  937,310 1,318,351 1,386,759 1,452,061 

Sub-total  2,831,319 3,775,092 3,775,092 3,775,092 

      

Interest Expense  (1,231,106) (1,596,882) 

(1,552,416

) 

(1,509,970

) 

      

Net financing return  662,903 859,859 835,917 813,061 

      


